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Keep up to date with all the updates
and happenings.

Company Update

Happy Valentines!

Welcome New moderators!

Regarding the maintenance today

Events
In the near future the following
exciting events will take place.

2010-03-07 - Sherlock Holmes Myst...

2010-03-28 - Extravaganza: Custom...
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Our sense of community is
something that we value greatly.

91 Forums

2,530,210 Topics
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98,429,564 Visits (88,063 Today)
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For sale! Childless SV starters! Only 10k each!

Forums Adoptables General Into the Woods - Ooo.. What was that?! - Story Plot RP

02-04 23:52
melodys_angel
9151

 - USR

  

Bevelle turned to look at Saria, still walking. "I..think so. It makes sence. I can "feel" that we are
going in the right direction.

02-04 23:54
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Althea stood close to belleve as she notice she could feel the emotions of confusion from hr and
figured that some how belleve knew those guardians back there and for some reason had forgot
her past memory's of them .

Althea to self(I wounder what has happen to this girl that has made her forget her past could it be
spell?) she decided to stay close to her and she what more she could discover

PIFF Link

02-04 23:56
melodys_angel
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Bevelle could suddenly clearly feel that they had almost made it through to the other
side. It wasn't in this time where she was; she had to rely on the past of her ancestors
to guide her. As the group progressed, the dense undergrowth became less noticeable.
Palmtrees started to further spread out and the ferns covering the floor grew smaller
and smaller. The path that they walked on also started to increase in width. The sounds
of the wind and the birds were apparent as the leaves gently flapped in the breeze. 

To the corner, a bright blue object lay. It looked to be on fire, but it didn't seem to hurt
from it. Its beak was sharp, and though small, it seemed to demand attention. Pale
golden eyes stared on as the group got closer and the creature squanked as though
trying to protect itself. It took Bevelle a few seconds to figure out what it was. At the
realization, she ran up towards it and gave it a pat on the head. "Ohmygosh, what
happened to you?!" The creature was warm, though Bevelle could still touch certain
parts of it without getting burned. She eyed the group.

"This..this is a baby phoenix. They are considered mythical animals as none had been
seen in centuries. The locals here used to have them as companions back when the city
up ahead was alive. They were a well respected bird." The purple guardian again looks
at the baby, whos nervousness is fading. The birds head rests on her hands. "I think
this one is hurt, this is not normal behavior." Concerned, Bevelle went to let the
phoenix know that she wanted to help her, then picked the bird up. Its body
temperature was lower then hers. Frowning, she spoke. "If we find some of the
natives, they might beable to help this bird out. If we leave it, it will die." The necklace
on the cyan bird was that of a ruin and glowed faintly. It wings, though still on fire,
were very weak. "We need to hurry!"

((Pheonixes *are* a new species of ITW and will be obtainable after the RP. They were created by
Luna and Mattlock^^))

02-04 23:56
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Akihiko smiled at Lunar. "Thanks." he said, ignoring everything else that was happening. He sunk
his fangs into her wrist, starting to drink the blood. After a moment he released her arm and
straightened. He then continued walking. He felt as if he knew the girl with the lightning. It was
probably nothing though. He felt like he knew a lot of the people here.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.

02-04 23:59
Rainfire
3157
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Cleo smiled at Luna and Lapi, "I kind of like this adventure, how about you two?" She asked. She
walked cheerfully along with the others...
Rain was not sure who to follow, she was torn between Artemis and Sleepy. Seeing Sleepy and
Wishes straight ahead she bounded forward to join them...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.

02-04 23:59
rayvin_kittiy
2034

 - USR

mysin walked furstratedly next to the girl with the ruby red hair wonding if she was being
ignored(akuru) (not even dwaning the possibility that she couldnt talk) she walked and stewed in
her thoughts and frustration.

 

02-05 00:04
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((Wow Tasmen, you are really devoted to your character  Anyway, Melody and/or Fae, will we
have a chance to win the Lightning Guardian? Because once again, if I do, I am totally naming her
Thalia Grace  One more question: If I wanted to (because we are all shaping the story
drastically with each new post) near the end of this, can we have a big battle with the evil thing?

(That is, if there will be an evil thing  ) I think it would be a good ending and it would be fine
as long as there was no more than a tiny bit of violence. Just a question ^_^))

"My name? I'm Ginger. Very nice to meet you! Would you like a ride in my backpack?" Ginger had
noticed how the nice bunny had been straggleing behind, and decided to help him. Besides, she
wanted an excuse to fly up and see what was ahead of them.

02-05 00:04
Rainfire
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Saria looked concerned, "Poor little guy." She said, peering over Bevelle's shoulder at the pheniox.
"She looks pretty weak." She looked at Bevelle, "I'll fly to the back and make sure no one falls
behind, I'll try and pick up the pace." She smiled and her wings opened up, with a burst of speed
she took to the air and flied to the end of the line of ITW trying to walk ahead. Landing behind a
few of them she began ushering them ahead, "Not too much farther, lets go!" she said...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.

02-05 00:07
aires213
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Althea mystified by the animal agreed with belleve that it could not be left here that it would die
and ran towards her and said let go we must hurry and find some of those natives come on every
one lets go.

PIFF Link

02-05 00:07
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Announcement : 
 So now you see we have just introduced a new ITW species - the Phoenix! 

Here are previews of the adult male and female as well ^_^ 
(the baby you saw can be both male and female) 

Male:

Female: 

(MUCH more to come - keep RP'ing!  )

02-05 00:08
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(((Kirah, the lighting girl, is actually an OC and belongs to me. Dont worry though, if you like her,
you will love whats up ahead!)))

Bevelle turned and nodded. "Thankyou, I would appreciate that. Its not that much further, im
sure of it!" With htat, she continued to run up ahead with the little baby in her arms.

02-05 00:08
Clover Rabbit
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NVM

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.

02-05 00:09
.:Lapis_Lazuli:.
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Lapi smiled towards Cleo. "I've never really been on an adventure like this before. Though, it's
pretty... interesting." She giggled a bit. "I think it's fun!" Luna said cheerfully. Lapi then saw
Bevelle with the pheonix baby. "Oh my!" Lapi's eyes went wide slightly. Seeing the bird like that
made Lapi determined to keep up with the group and not slow down anyone. Luna looked
between Cleo and Lapi. Though her friend wasn't really paying attention to anyone. Luna felt
really happy that she could have people to talk to on this little journey.

((ETA: Oo~ Those are awesome, fae! 8D))

02-05 00:09
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Artemis looked down. He saw that Rain was looking around for him. He whispered to Ginger,
asking ehr politely to land next to Rain. Artemis jumped out, and stood infront of her. "Hi Rain!"
he said cheerfully, "I thought it would be nice to offer you a ride in the backpack compartment."
He was trying to hide his nervousness, but he didn't think it had worked.

02-05 00:10
Rainfire
3159
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(( Phenioxes??? Will there be Dragons?!?! *spazzes out* If there are dragons I am splurging on a
custom...))

Rain smiled at Artemis, "If Ginger doesn't mind that would be very nice." She meowed. Her
paws were beginning to get rough, she was used to running on soft grass, not hard stones. She
also thought that Artemis was pretty cute, and fun to talk to...
Saria turned to the end groups, "The city is not far ahead, and I think we are in for a surprise."
She said smiling to everyone, encouraging them to run as she ran beside them...
Cleo smiled, "I came here looking for adventure, and boy did I find it." She said with a little laugh,
she saw the baby pheniox, and smiled as Lapi's eyes widened, "I wonder what else we will find."
She said...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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Bevelle watched as Raven(?) flipped the baby over. It looked like it was about to cry in pain. 'Oh!
Please, be gentle!" She begged. "I think, it might be best if we get this pheonix some help. please,
I can feel it up ahead!" At that, she begged for the bird to be in her arms before continuing on.

02-05 00:15
aires213
10011

 - USR

  

Althea fluttered right behind belleve and spotted up ahead what seemed like smoke but not a fire
.

Says to belleve I think that it up ahead let hurry!

PIFF Link

02-05 00:17
Rainfire
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(( Got to go, be back in 2 hours at the least, this may be my last post of the night though... :o)

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.

02-05 00:17
rayvin_kittiy
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noticing the groups pace quicken mysin tried to not fall to far behind but still tried to keep her
distance as it seemed not many people had noticed her following. she wanted to keep it that way
for just a little while longer. even though she was dieing to know what was going on.
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ooc: By the way love the bids there beautiful ^^

PIFF Link

02-05 00:20
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Ginger turned around, having heard the entire conversation. "Sure it's ok! But I hope you don't
get motion sickness, because I plan on flying for the rest of the way." And with that, she lifted up
the two cats and placed them in her spare compartment. Fluttering up a bit lower than the clouds,
Ginger looked around for that boy Guardian who called himself 'Chain'. She thought he was really
cute for a Guardian of Nightmares. And that plush red hat wasn't half bad, either.

((Yup, here it is, 00:00 PI Time. Only 12 hours until the storm, we are expecting 30 inches  I
am so scared and worried right now.))

02-05 00:20
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((I gotta go for a bit too. :3 Be back later!  ^___^))

02-05 00:22
melodys_angel
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The clearing up ahead was only minutes away. At the opening of it, the group stopped
to take in their surroundings. Palm trees lined the massive area. A few were
sporadically placed here and there. Broken down pillars on long grass were evident
across the area. Ruins plagued the area as pieces of stone that once made up homes
were eroding away. What was most magnificent was the massive ziggurat in the center
of the city. Though worn from the years or weather, it looked as if in pristine shape.
From her memory, Bevelle pulled out that it was a very important temple and the
sanctuary of Kirahs kind, the elementals. Off into the near distance, for the first time,
Bevelle could see what was causing the smoke. A volcano as massive as the temple
itself was showing signs of erupting. She recalled that the same volcano wiped out
most of the woods a few thousand years ago. Frowning, with phoenix in tow, she eyed
the group. "We need to hurry!" At that she ran where her heart told her to go.

02-05 00:29
Clover Rabbit
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Akihiko grinned and sped up too, eager now that they had some purpose. He could see the volcano
too, and was excited about it. He had never seen it before. Crow and Raven were in like states.
Crow ran to the front of the group, ears back slightly. Everything in his body told him to run away.
Raven, still tired, lagged behind, but kept up teh best she could with her fatigue.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.

02-05 00:31
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Althea amazed by the sit of the temple notice the worry in belleve face and charged on forward
with her and yelled for every one to hurry and be careful as there was a volcano that looked like it
was about to erupt

PIFF Link

02-05 00:32
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((hopefully you will be alright. We usually get atleast a few of those storms a year and they dont
normally knock powerlines off unless its freezing rain)))

02-05 00:32
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Ginger flew faster, wanting to get a closer look at the magnificent village. She finally landed on the
soft grass within the village. But on her little flying detour, she had seen the volcano. It worried
her deeply. But then she had a wonderful idea! If the phoenix was dying, it probably needed fire.
Although it sounded strange, she believed that they may have to throw the baby into the volcano
to save it. She decided not to mention it yet, because it did seem to sound a bit like animal
cruelty...

02-05 00:33
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Glow smiled lightly at Ginger, considering her offer. "Thanks, but I'd rather walk" she said politely.
She was a bunny, they were meant to be on the ground. Besides, Ginger already had the two cats
and the fox. Glow didn't want to take up to much room, or adding to much wait. She watched
Ginger take off, quickly following the others. When she saw the ziggurat she paused. It was
awesome. She took a moment to eat some grass, she needed something in her stomach. Once
she had eaten a little she felt new energy running through her. She ran after the others, making
sure not to get in anyone's way. She didn't want to accidently trip anyone.

02-05 00:37
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Bevelle ran towards the temple. She had to go find the locals, and she felt that they were around
there. The baby began to deepen in colour. "Ohno!" she cried. Looking around, she prayed for
guidance while she runs towards the edge of the temple.

02-05 00:43
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althea could also feel the life force draining from the little baby and flew in to the air up high to see
if she could se any sign of villagers up ahead and to fortunate for the baby she could see there was
a village up ahead .

and yelled back to belleve just over the pyramid hurry1!

PIFF Link
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